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The most important teachers in my life were my dad and my first wife. But I am sure what you
are looking for is a teacher in the formal sense. I had many outstanding teachers but Ben Graham
stands above the rest.
Ben was my professor at Columbia University (1950-51). In fact, he is the reason I went to that
school for post-graduate work. I've long forgotten what I did with the master's degree I was
awarded; I've never forgotten Ben.
It is worth noting that Ben taught for the love of teaching and for no other reason. He was
enormously successful in his Wall Street activities -indeed he was a legend - but for several
decades he always made time to come up to 116th and Broadway on a Thursday afternoon to
teach 30 or so eager students. And I was by far the most eager.
We would meet for two hours and every student was disappointed when the session came to an
end. Ben used a variety of techniques to keep us engaged. His examples frequently had "O.
Henry" endings. We would find that company A and company B, seemingly so dissimilar as we
analyzed them, were revealed at the end of the session to be the same company at two different
points of time. He used current examples so that no hindsight would be involved in assessing the
validity of his analysis.
Though Ben was creating future competitors - investing is a very competitive game - Ben never
held back. He wanted every one of us to succeed.
Ben’s teachings changed my life. My first son, Howard Graham Buffett, is named after my dad
and Ben. Each of them could not be in better company.
P.S. I'm attaching what I wrote after he died.
- Warren
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